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Islamists set fire to 2,000 Jewish & Christian lands in Israel - Media is silent to
avoid damaging Islam's image [1]

Source Item:
Islamists set fire to 2,000 Jewish & Christian lands in Israel - Media is silent to avoid damaging Islam's image [2]
Country:
Israel
News Date:
09/11/2019
Summary:

The holy land is on ﬁre as the media turn a blind eye to avoid damaging the image of Islam. Since 2018,
the Palestinians in Gaza have started more than 2,000 ﬁres in Israel, which have burned more than 7,000
acres of farmland, forests and ﬁelds.

Minnesota Muslims brutally honest: 'We want Shariah' [3]

Source Item:
Minnesota Muslims brutally honest: 'We want Shariah' [4]
Country:
United States of America (the)
News Date:
29/05/2015
Summary:
One young man with dark sunglasses and a big smile, followed by another in a plaid dress shirt, and another with
long hair stuffed under a Brooklyn Nets baseball cap, all said they would prefer to live under Islamic law rather
than American law.
"I'm a Muslim. I prefer Shariah law," the man in the dress shirt said.
"Shariah law, yes," said another.
Asked if most of his friends felt the same way, he responded, "Of course if you're a Muslim, yeah."

Police Muslim forum headed by Islamic extremist [5]

Source Item:
Police Muslim forum headed by Islamic extremist [6]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
24/07/2010
Summary:

Mainstreaming Islamism: Islamist Institutions and Civil Society Organisations [7]


[7]
Source Item:
Mainstreaming Islamism: Islamist Institutions and Civil Society Organisations [8]
Author(s):
Quillam [9]
Extremism Commission(UK) [10]

Summary:
Islamist theology From an examination of the ideas promoted by those speakers, a broadly common message can
be identified. It should be noted that not all institutions hosted the same speakers, and not all speakers promoted
precisely the same message. Neither is it claimed that these speakers necessarily advocated the full range of the
problematic ideas set out below, or expressed these views in every recorded speech. The opinions expressed by
each speaker are set out below. The Sunni islamist reading of Islam rests on the pillars of (i) ummah, (ii) khilafah,
(iii) shari’ah, (iv) jihad, and (v) al-wala’ wal-bara’. These five elements are more or less agreed upon independently
by several experts, most of whom are ex-islamist leaders. For the purposes of this paper, (v) is subsumed under
(i), to which it is strongly related. It is our contention that the preachers discussed in this paper can be properly
characterised as Islamist based on the facts surrounding them and the statements made by them in this paper.
The logic of Sunni islamism proceeds as follows: 1 (i) Ummah: this is understood as “the Muslim nation”
worldwide. 2 (ii) Once this binary worldview, of Muslims and non-Muslims, is adopted, it effectively defines all
Muslims worldwide as a separate nation. Hence, the idea of khilafah or caliphate, a separate Islamic nation-state
for all the Muslims of the world, follows immediately. 3 (iii) Upon achieving such a caliphate, it must be governed
by a state law. Islamists naturally apply their understanding of shari’ah as state law, to be enforced on its
subjects. 4 (iv) Jihad has been applied by islamists by focussing on its physical or military aspects, and often
ignoring the wider inner and social aspects of jihad. Where focussing on physical or military jihad, some islamists
will ignore the substantial Islamic tradition of ethics in warfare. In this manner, the concept of jihad may be
deployed to justify resistance, insurgency, revolution, terrorism and to wage war relentlessly for the defence and

expansion of an idealised “Islamic state.” Those who promote such an ideology sincerely believe it to be
“normative Islam”. It follows therefore that a challenge to such a perspective is regarded as an attack on the
fundamental requirements of Islam. The presentation of preachers who shared such an islamist reading of Islam
as authoritative guides assisted in the normalisation and propagation of their politics. Many of these preachers
spoke at university student Islamic Societies. There are many factors which contribute to an individual’s
radicalisation, and it is not proper to draw a direct link between the appearance of a preacher who promoted the
ideal of a Caliphate at a particular institution, and a particular student’s decision to engage in terrorism.
However, it is notable that a number of graduates of British universities have been convicted of terrorist offences
or travelled to Syria to join terrorist group

France: Two Muslim police officers in Paris have weapons taken away on
suspicions of “radicalization” [11]

Source Item:
France: Two Muslim police officers in Paris have weapons taken away on suspicions of “radicalization” [12]
Country:
France
News Date:
13/10/2019
Summary:

How long before “Islamophobia” charges are leveled and they’re reinstated?

Mainstream Islamism in Britain: Educating for the “Islamic Revival” [13]


[13]
Source Item:
Mainstream Islamism in Britain: Educating for the “Islamic Revival” [14]
Author(s):
Extremism Commission(UK) [10]
Damon L. Perry [15]

Summary:
There is a distinct strand of Islamism in Britain comprised of a network of individuals and organisations, generally
working within the parameters of the law, for what they see as an “Islamic revival”. The groups in this network,
distinct from both violent and non-violent Islamist groups that reject participation in the democratic process, have

been referred to as “participationist” Islamists1 and as members of “the New Muslim Brotherhood in the West”.2
They sometimes refer to themselves as part of a global “Islamic Movement” or as “Islamic revivalists”. This
network or movement is actively engaged in British mainstream social and political life, and so for the purposes of
this paper may be described as “mainstream” Islamists.
The first mainstream Islamist organisations, established by Jamaati and Brotherhood cadres in the 1960s
and 1970s, include the Federation of Student Islamic Societies (FOSIS); the UK Islamic Mission (UKIM);
the Muslim Educational Trust (MET); Muslim Welfare House; the Islamic Foundation; and Dawatul Islam
UK & Eire. In the 1980s and 1990s came the Islamic Sharia Council; Muslim Aid; the Islamic Forum of
Europe (IFE); the Association of Muslim Schools UK (AMS-UK); the Palestinian Relief and Development
Fund (Interpal); and the Palestine Return Centre. In 1997, three important organisations were founded,
the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB); the Muslim Association of Britain (MAB); and the Islamic Human
Rights Commission (IHRC). In the 2000s, additional groups were established, reflecting a further
diversification of Islamist interests, including Cage (initially called Cageprisoners); the Islam Channel; the
Cordoba Foundation; Muslim Engagement and Development (MEND, initially called iEngage); and the
Middle East Monitor

France's Homegrown Terrorism [16]

Source Item:
France's Homegrown Terrorism [17]
Country:
France
News Date:
11/10/2019
Summary:
French police investigating a woman for suspected ties to ISIS discovered a USB drive that contained personal
details, including home addresses, of thousands of French police officials. Who provided that information?
"In the street, veiled women and men wearing jellabas are de facto propaganda, an Islamization of the street,
just as the uniforms of an occupying army remind the defeated of their submission." – French journalist Eric
Zemmour, September 28, 2019.

France: Paris jihad murderer had top security clearance, data on dozens of cops in
his apartment [18]

Source Item:
France: Paris jihad murderer had top security clearance, data on dozens of cops in his apartment [19]

Country:
France
News Date:
08/10/2019
Summary:
“It is frightful to imagine what he may have done with such sensitive information.”

Report: One in three in UK say Islam threatens British culture [20]

Source Item:
Report: One in three in UK say Islam threatens British culture [21]

The US Must Stop Iran's Takeover of Yemen [22]

Source Item:
The US Must Stop Iran's Takeover of Yemen [23]
Country:
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
News Date:
16/04/2019
Summary:
This is not a random or new philosophy. This mission is part of Iran's constitution.

Why should we pay for a brutal ISIL enforcer to return? [24]

Source Item:
Why should we pay for a brutal ISIL enforcer to return? [25]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
17/04/2019
Summary:
I felt thoroughly vindicated over the weekend when two separate sources confirmed that Shamima was not the
innocent housewife of Raqqa she claimed to be, minding the children and doing the ironing while hubby went off
for an honest day’s mass murdering. Begum, as I strongly suspected, appears to have been a member of the alKhansaa Brigade, Isil’s all-female [26]

Shamima Begum was cruel enforcer in Isil's morality police, say Syrian witnesses
[27]


Source Item:
Shamima Begum was cruel enforcer in Isil's morality police, say Syrian witnesses [28]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
14/04/2019
Summary:
Shamima Begum, the Bethnal Green schoolgirl, served in the Islamic State’s “morality police” and also tried to
recruit other young women to join the jihadist group, well-placed sources have told The Telegraph. She was
allowed to carry a Kalashnikov rifle and earned a reputation as a strict “enforcer” of Isil’s laws, such as dress
codes for women, sources claimed.

Taxman kept quiet while £8bn fraud helped fund bin Laden [29]

Source Item:
Taxman kept quiet while £8bn fraud helped fund bin Laden [30]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
31/03/2019
Summary:
A network of British Asians based in London, Buckinghamshire, Birmingham, northwest England and Scotland
mounted VAT and benefit frauds against the exchequer [31]over two decades and made further gains from
mortgage and credit card fraud targeting banks and individuals. The group netted an estimated £8bn in public
money alone.

Eric Pickles attacks 'astonishing' lack of criminal prosecution over Tower Hamlets
electoral fraud [32]

Source Item:
Eric Pickles attacks 'astonishing' lack of criminal prosecution over Tower Hamlets electoral fraud [33]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:

12/08/2016
Summary:
Report suggests authorities did not act on intimidation in households due to “over-sensitivities about ethnicity and
religion”

FATAH: Islamic Relief and other Islamist groups to receive $23M [34]

Source Item:
FATAH: Islamic Relief and other Islamist groups to receive $23M [35]
Country:
Canada
News Date:
03/07/2018
Summary:
On Wednesday, we saw our fears come true. While Islamists will receive millions to conduct their Sharia agenda
in Canada, Muslim critics of jihad, polygamy, FGM and Sharia have been left on their own to fight global
Islamofascism.

Radical Islamist preacher who has said he 'does not believe in democracy' and is
'not obedient' to secular law is working as an expert witness to British courts [36]

Source Item:
Radical Islamist preacher who has said he 'does not believe in democracy' and is 'not obedient' to secular law is
working as an [37]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
08/07/2018
Summary:
A radical Islamist preacher who has said he 'does not believe in democracy' and is 'not obedient' to secular law is
working as an expert witness to British courts, MailOnline can reveal.

Muslim policewoman turned to jihad by colleagues arrested after stealing firearms
[38]


Source Item:
Muslim policewoman turned to jihad by colleagues arrested after stealing firearms [39]
Country:
France
News Date:
14/02/2018
Summary:
“A 20-year-old policewoman, who has been described as ‘radicalised’ by colleagues, has been arrested in the
heavily migrant-populated Paris suburb of Seine-Saint-Denis after being accused of stealing firearms.”

IRAQI CHRISTIANS FLEE ISLAMIC TERROR. GET REJECTED BY GERMANMUSLIM IMMIGRATION EMPLOYEE [40]

Author(s):
Vincent van den Born [41]
Gatestone Institute [42]

Source Item:
IRAQI CHRISTIANS FLEE ISLAMIC TERROR. GET REJECTED BY GERMAN-MUSLIM IMMIGRATION EMPLOYEE
[43]
Summary:
The Iraqi family has been urged by Bosbach to make a complaint against the BAMF’s decision. But according to
him, they’re afraid that “their complaint will again be judged by someone wearing a headscarf.”

Islamic radicals 'infiltrate' the Labour Party [44]

Source Item:
Islamic radicals 'infiltrate' the Labour Party [45]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
27/01/2017
Summary:

A Labour minister says his party has been infiltrated by a fundamentalist Muslim group that wants
to create an “Islamic social and political order” in Britain.
Speaking to The Sunday Telegraph, Jim Fitzpatrick, the Environment Minister, said the IFE had become, in effect,

a secret party within Labour and other political parties.

UK airport terror fears as ISIS flag 'found stitched inside baggage handler's glove'
[46]


Source Item:
UK airport terror fears as ISIS flag 'found stitched inside baggage handler's glove' [47]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
08/10/2016
Summary:
The discovery raises the alarming prospect that staff at British airports could be operating as part of a jihadi
sleeper cell. A senior security source confirmed to Express.co.uk the discovery of the glove was "not the only
case" and that other radicalised airport workers had been identified at more British airports.
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